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Groundwater Pumps

Saer Borehole pumps are designed to guarantee the highest levels 

of performance even in harsh environments, such as mining and 

offshore applications. The impellers and diffusers are investment 

cast - not pressed stainless steel - offering excellent wear resistance. 

SAER Submersible pumps incorporate stainless steel splined shaft 

technology, offering superior strength and ease of assembly. This 

eliminates challenges with traditional impeller fixing methods such as 

lock nuts that can slip, reducing pump productivity and damaging the 

pump shaft. SAER impellers also offer increased life expectancy and 

greater performance with proven results in the field. 

Pump & Valve stock both the CL series motors (up to and including 7.5kW) and 

the MS series motors (7.5kW plus). The MS series motors are water filled, can be 

rewound locally and have PE+PA windings (PE+PA means that they can be run 

with a VSD and can handle hotter than normal water temperatures).

Pumps are typically supplied complete with motor however Pump & Valve can 

supply just the pump or motor to be retrofitted to an existing unit (they are 

interchangeable with some other brands). 

www.pumpandvalve.com

Standard material of construction for New Zealand stocked pumps are EN-GJL- 

250 cast iron or FeG450 steel for the body, ANSI431 stainless steel shaft and 

ANSI 316 stainless steel impellers. 

Other materials available are XS series pumps (ANSI 316 stainless steel 

construction with duplex stainless steel shaft), SB series pumps (marine grade 

bronze construction with duplex stainless steel shaft) and XVS series pumps 

(duplex stainless steel construction). 



Technical Data

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES 
Pump unit to be connected with: 
4” submersible motors with coupling following NEMA MG1-18.388 or 
6” submersible motors with coupling following NEMA MG1-18.401-18.413 or 
8” submersible motors with coupling following NEMA 18.414-18.424 or 
10” submersible motors (for coupling, please refer to the specific documentation 
for the submersible motors).

OPERATION DATA 
Fluid: chemically and mechanically non-aggressive, without any solid substance 
or abrasive parts. 
Passing of solids: max 3 mm. 
Temperature of the pumped liquid: max 30°C (for higher temperature, please, 
verify). 
Maximum working pressure: 30 bar. 
Maximum immersion depth: 300 m under liquid level. 
Direction of rotation: clockwise, looking by the outlet. 

PERFORMANCE TOLERANCES 
Pumps: UNI EN ISO 9906 Appendix A, Level 1 on 
request. Motor: norms IEC 60034-1.

INSTALLATION 
Vertical or horizontal

SPECIAL VERSIONS 
XS and XVS Series entirely made of stainless steel 
SB series made of marine bronze (up to max 25 bar)

Features

Investment cast pump components for optimum 
wear resistance 
The Saer factory have invested heavily in robotic 
technology - this means that the pumps are very 
economical and are made to a very high quality 
standard consistently 
MS series motors can be rewound locally thus 
saving you money, should the need ever arise  
Large stocks of pumps and motors held in our 
Christchurch factory. Both new builds and repairs 
are carried out here 

Applications

Ground water 



SAER S-151K     (2900 l/min)

Hydraulic Characteristics

*    The group is also available in a version specially for horizontal operation 
**   Rated power of the motor
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SAER S-151K     (2900 l/min)

Performance

Multiply efficiency 
by the coefficient 
corresponding the 
number of stages. 

Absorbed power for
each single stage 

The performance curves are based on the kinematic viscosity values = 1mm²/s and density equal to 1000Kg/m³. 
Tolerance and curves according to UNI EN ISO 9906- Attachment A.
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SAER S-151A     (2900 l/min)

Hydraulic Characteristics

*    The group is also available in a version specially for horizontal operation 
**   Rated power of the motor
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SAER S-151A     (2900 l/min)

Performance

Multiply efficiency 
by the coefficient 
corresponding the 
number of stages. 

Absorbed power for
each single stage 

The performance curves are based on the kinematic viscosity values = 1mm²/s and density equal to 1000Kg/m³. 
Tolerance and curves according to UNI EN ISO 9906- Attachment A.
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SAER S-181A     (2900 l/min)

Hydraulic Characteristics

*    The group is also available in a version specially for horizontal operation 
**   Rated power of the motor
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SAER S-181A     (2900 l/min)

Performance

Multiply efficiency 
by the coefficient 
corresponding the 
number of stages. 

Absorbed power for
each single stage 

The performance curves are based on the kinematic viscosity values = 1mm²/s and density equal to 1000Kg/m³. 
Tolerance and curves according to UNI EN ISO 9906- Attachment A.
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SAER S-181B     (2900 l/min)

Hydraulic Characteristics

*    The group is also available in a version specially for horizontal operation 
**   Rated power of the motor
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SAER S-181B     (2900 l/min)

Performance

Multiply efficiency 
by the coefficient 
corresponding the 
number of stages. 

Absorbed power for
each single stage 

The performance curves are based on the kinematic viscosity values = 1mm²/s and density equal to 1000Kg/m³. 
Tolerance and curves according to UNI EN ISO 9906- Attachment A.
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SAER S-181D     (2900 l/min)

Hydraulic Characteristics

*    The group is also available in a version specially for horizontal operation 
**   Rated power of the motor
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SAER S-181D     (2900 l/min)

Performance

Multiply efficiency 
by the coefficient 
corresponding the 
number of stages. 

Absorbed power for
each single stage 

The performance curves are based on the kinematic viscosity values = 1mm²/s and density equal to 1000Kg/m³. 
Tolerance and curves according to UNI EN ISO 9906- Attachment A.
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SAER S-252A     (2900 l/min)

Hydraulic Characteristics

*    The group is also available in a version specially for horizontal operation 
**   Rated power of the motor
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SAER S-252A     (2900 l/min)

Performance

Multiply efficiency 
by the coefficient 
corresponding the 
number of stages. 

Absorbed power for
each single stage 

The performance curves are based on the kinematic viscosity values = 1mm²/s and density equal to 1000Kg/m³. 
Tolerance and curves according to UNI EN ISO 9906- Attachment A.
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Domestic Pump Station Municipal/Industrial Pump Station

Service We have a dedicated service facility with 
trained engineers and test facility. 

Your pump is in professional, trained 
hands from the time it comes through 
our doors until it is returned to you. 

Every pump - where possible - is water 
tested on our test rig after service 
has been completed - providing total 
confidence in our workmanship. 

Full range of our spare parts stocked to 
support our product line.

Spares stocked for all common industrial 
pumps and valves.

Parts sourced for all products.

Spare Parts

__________________
Auckland:

100 Montgomerie Rd, Airport Oaks. 

Ph: 09 276 9045, Email: salesakl@pumpandvalve.com

Wanganui:
43 Heads Road, Wanganui. 

Ph: 06 349 0088, Email: info@pumpandvalve.com

Wellington:
41 Raiha Street, Porirua, Wellington. 

Ph: 04 239 6006, Email: info@pumpandvalve.com

Christchurch:

Environmental 

Solutions

Oil retention and water containment

3 Vanadium Place, Middleton, Christchurch. 

Ph: 03 329 3037, Email: info@pumpandvalve.com

Pump stations
Oil retention and water containment


